
Oral Consent Before - Duty Care 24x7 'For You' Good image-building exercise: SMILE: vision clear
I hereby acknowledge and provide oral consent to the following one law regarding my healthcare 
services at Duty Care 24x7 'For You': Devotion work is worship, with work-life balance appreciated

Booking Fee and Payment: Confident to afford us come well behaved or deleted from system
1. I understand that a non-refundable booking fee required to secure my appointment time. As a special 
exception Dr. D waives few case. This fee is non-negotiable for visiting consultant & will not be refunded for 
any reason. Kindly always book your appointments through our booking system: WhatsApp message us
2. I acknowledge the "aware redo" policy, which means Free consultation & procedures for 2 weeks after 
treatment only 25% - 40% charge for 1 year (based on the treatment). Full charge only after 1 year must be 
paid for rescheduling no refund Please keep your dental data handy for maintaining continuity in treatment 
3. I agree to pay for services and products in full in advance before the commencement of any treatment or 
consultation. Walk-ins might have to wait until the good doctor is available, if possible. Sometimes, 
appointment patients or clients too, as last-minute cancellations are unpredictable in life. Services, products, 
or patient/client due, or book. Hope we can serve you well, better than you pray, without expectation. Love 
thought, believed. Thank you. Procedure Change and Payment:
4. I understand that in some cases, during the course of a procedure, there may be change based on my 
healthcare provider's judgment. If such changes are necessary, I will be promptly informed, & any added 
payment will be discussed & agreed upon after proceeding settled based on trust, self respect & mutual 
good understanding all in good faith Pricing Details: wait till appointment: if doctor to reach or busy
5. I acknowledge the variable pricing structure for Dr. Dhruv consultations and treatment solution as 
outlined below and communicated by dental assistants or the nurse: if doctor convey full & final

- No explanation, justification, or concession entertained if the query is genuine, to better understand- 
Consultation fee during specified hours: variable different doctors doing right duty with above doctor-"VERY 
IMPORTANT: Booking fee to enter clinic or book doctor’s time: clients or walk in deductible and patient not

1) Doctor’s clinic working hours consultation: 1000 Rs.
2) Afternoon consultation: 2000 Rs. Treatment solution: Double.

3) Night and Sunday kindly request consultation fee and treatment fee proportional. Exceptions above.” D 
warranty (RPID) for preventive shared responsibility: elite dental club: Auto greetings beta launched with 

WhatsApp booking and payment system to be launched preventive dental app 2026
- Treatment Solution: variable as many more treatment procedures unique personalised solution: fee

- Consultation services of products: Preventive care ₹1000. Annual reminder D warranty. Checkup if OPG. 
Join exclusive dental club: monopoly aggregator implant goals truth journal www.navigational.ai reminder

Call Response Hours: leading a good happy life together
6. I acknowledge that call response hours are clinic hour if not on holiday. Otherwise, WhatsApp 
messages are preferred for all necessary appointments +91-8884757388. After booking, no personal 
or team numbers disclosed: even for online consultation Oath: do no harm, reveal info only if 
necessary for well-being, discussions educate with no ID revealed: feedback on the same number

By providing oral consent, I confirm that I have understood & agreed to all the law. I am aware that 
payments are required in advance, & changes to procedures will be communicated & agreed upon before 
proceeding. I understand that your dedication is to help me solve my problems & ensure my content 
happiness. I appreciate your trust & value the same reciprocity. While you strive for consistent quality good 
care, I also acknowledge that things can sometimes go wrong, and I hope and pray for things to go right for 
me. My well-being remains your top priority. Emergency visit the nearest hospital, non urgent issues have 
suitable painkiller (concern online) book an appointment with us: Review X, if satisfied soul


